Autron cruise control wiring diagram
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good brainteaser for a electronic engineer technician. I am wiring up my aftermarket cruise
control which is going along fine untill I get to a bit that asks me to wire two wires to the horn
on my car and then another wire on the steering wheel mounted control panel. I will type both
bits but I really have no idea. Hopefully someone with electronic engineering knowledge will be
able to decipher this. Installation manual: This unit can only be used on vehices which have the
following: a The horn button on the steering wheel b The horn button must switch to ground c
The horn button must be switching a relay or a relay must be fitted d Check the horn works or at
least the relay operates when the horn button is depressed with the ignition off. Cut this wire
and determine which wire goes to the horn relay by grounding them out to the body and
sounding the horn. This will be the one that when grounded sounds the horn. Solder the Green
wire coming from the steering wheel switch wiring loom to the horn switch wire. Connect the
earth eye terminal of the black wire to a screw in the steering wheel making sure its a good
earth. Now I cant really make sense of what is happening here. I have scanned in a simple
sketch of what I think I need to do but I would really appreciate if someone can confirm what I
am doing as right or wrong. Heres my diagram: there is also a ground wire on the steering
wheel control panel I really hope someone can help me here asap. Cheers for reading. Last
edited by damo03 ; , AM. Reason: added a correct link. Closet XRR rider. Tags: None. Does it
work? No copyright infringment intended. Comment Post Cancel. Originally posted by wikddrz
View Post. Originally posted by damo03 View Post. If I did this then there would be no ground to
that wire untill I hit the horn button and the switch was closed connecting that wire to ground If
you see what I mean. The control pad that you are fitting to your steering wheel should have 2
wires coming of it green and black. The black wire has an eye terminal which your earth.
Originally posted by coley13 View Post. I am not even sure why it starts talking about the horn..
KTM Super Adventurer. Originally posted by BarKer View Post. It's a Autron Damo, my old man
and i have had a look at the instructions that you supplied and find that they seem a little wierd.
I understand it but where the rest of the daigram. I couldn't find one on the link. Can you post
the factory diagram. And i should be able to help you. Originally posted by fredgreen View Post.
All rights reserved. Yes No. OK Cancel. Custom Search. A description of the initial performance
issues is provided, along with details on how the issues were resolved, resulting in a
well-performing cruise control. Once you are used to cruise control in a car, you don't want to
do without it Apparently it's not feasible to get a Toyota factory cruise control retro-fitted to a
GLi as fitted to the Tarago GLX , so I had to look at aftermarket cruise controls. One additional
complexity is that the Tarago has a drive-by-wire accelerator. Cruise Control and Drive-by-Wire
On a car with a drive-by-wire accelerator, instead of the accelerator pedal being connected to
the engine's throttle via a mechanical cable, an accurate position sensor is used to transmit the
pedal position to the ECU. The majority of cruise control systems use mechanical means to
operate the accelerator pedal referred to as "pedal pull" systems , but on a car with a
drive-by-wire accelerator, the cruise control system needs to integrate directly with the ECU.
Autron the makers of the AusCruise cruise controls provide more background information on
drive-by-wire on their website here. Features of the AusCruise Cruise Control The AusCruise
drive-by-wire cruise control has been designed, developed and built in Australia, by Autron
Electronics , who have over 26 years experience in automotive design. The cruise control
module uses a microprocessor to monitor the car speed, and control the throttle to maintain the
set speed. It features a steering-wheel-mounted control unit, which communicates with the
cruise control module by multiplexing signals over the horn wire in the steering wheel. Earlier
versions of after-market steering-wheel-mounted controls typically were battery-powered, and
relied on either RF signals or infrared to communicate with the cruise control unit in the dash.
However, these units could suffer from intermittent communications, and would periodically
require new batteries. Many features of the AusCruise system are programmable, including the
minimum and maximum speed, tap-up and tap-down steps, and many other parameters. Note
that the AusCruise cruise control units only have a three month warranty, although an extended
warranty can be purchased. Installation The cruise control was installed in my Tarago by Ashley
Electrical , a local company who specialises in automotive electronics and security, and have a
number of mobile technicians. Initial impressions were good, with the installation looking very
neat. Immediately visible was the pod containing the controls, which had been mounted on the
lower right hand side of the steering wheel. HWU steering wheel controls A status LED had
been mounted on a blank switch plate on the right-hand side of the dashboard. All wiring to
these modules has been neatly taped up, and a fuse for the cruise control is visible on the
right-hand side of the photo below. The first contains the microprocessor for handling the
cruise control, and the second provides the interface to the car's ECU. Cruise Control module

and Electronic Actuator module Operation The cruise control functions in a very similar manner
to most of the factory-fitted cruise controls I have used. This will result in the status LED going
green. Once turned on, when the car is moving at the desired speed, hitting the "Set" button will
engage the cruise control, and the status LED will go orange. The "Acc" and "Dec" buttons can
be used to increase and decrease the set speed. The cruise control will be dis-engaged when
you hit the brake pedal, but will stay on, with the status LED turning green. On cars with a
manual gearbox, hitting the clutch will also dis-engage the cruise control. Note that the
AusCruise cruise control will remember the set speed even when you turn the ignition off. Every
other cruise control system I have used will forget the set speed as soon as the ignition is
turned off. One feature that I do miss is a "cancel" button. All other cruise control units I have
used have a "cancel" feature, where you can dis-engage the cruise control without turning it off.
This can be useful if you are driving in the country, and are approaching a town, and need to
slow down to an urban speed limit while passing through the town. I'm used to using the
"cancel" feature to dis-engage the cruise control prior to reaching the lowered speed limit, and
coasting down to that speed without using the brakes. While this isn't a big issue, I am used to
the "cancel" feature of the cruise control in my two previous cars, and hence miss it with the
AusCruise. Performance When driving the Tarago for the first time after the installation of the
AusCruise, my initial impression was not very good!. The acceleration performed by the cruise
control was far too slow, so attempting to resume to a higher set speed would take a long time.
Similarly, holding the "Acc" button to get the cruise control to accelerate the car was also
extremely slow. Maybe other people would accept this very poor performance, but to me, it was
unacceptable. Reprogramming Ashley Electrical sent a technician later the same day, to check
out my complaints about the performance of the cruise control. Because the AusCruise has so
many programmable settings, it should have been relatively straight forward to adjust the
behaviour to suit the car. However, the technician didn't have any documentation describing the
various programmable settings. The loop acceleration constant was increased from 1. In the
absence of any further programming details Autron's office was already closed for the day , the
technician agreed to discuss the issues with the manufacturers, namely Autron. Later that
week, I received a phone call from the CEO of Autron, and after describing the performance, he
agreed that the default settings didn't suit the Tarago, and it would require some tweaking. The
Autron developers provided some recommended settings, and a technician from Ashley
Electrical was dispatched to make the appropriate changes to the cruise control in my Tarago.
Before making any other changes, all settings that had been previously modified were reset to
their default values. Autron recommended increasing the loop acceleration constant from 1.
This change provided much better acceleration when resuming a higher set speed, and also
when holding down the "Acc" button to accelerate. This change has not introduced any
overshoot when resuming a higher set speed, and hitting the "Set" button results in the cruise
control maintaining the required speed without first overshooting. While not providing quite as
much acceleration as the factory-fitted cruise control in other cars that I have driven, the
performance of the AusCruise is now acceptable. Summary I'm quite happy with the AusCruise
cruise control in my Tarago. Once the initial performance issues had been resolved with some
re-programming, the performance is quite good. The steering-wheel-mounted controls are easy
to use, and the dash-mounted LED provides an indication of the current status of the cruise
control. Both Autron and Ashley Electrical have been helpful in resolving the performance
problems. However, I think I'll just have to get used to the lack of a "Cancel" button. I find the
status LED a little difficult to see in bright sunlight, and it can be a bit too bright at night.
Connecting the LED into the dash light circuit to provide dimming functionality when the
headlights are on is not very complex, and could easily be implemented. We specialise in the
design and manufacture of a range of automotive accessories, including model specific Cruise
Controls. We back up our quality products with unsurpassed customer service, technical
support, and warranties up to five years. They're easy to install, use, and engineered to ensure a
perfect fit with the highest level of reliability. Our universal Cruise Control Kits are ideal for
cable throttle vehicles. We recommend installation is completed by a professional or an installer
with previous experience. We have been in the automotive industry since In this time we've
carved a reputation for our innovation, quality, technical support and customer service. Starting
out with humble beginnings and over the years have grown to become one of the leaders in
automotive accessories. Our range of E-Cruise Controls interface directly with modern
electronic pedals and offer unrivalled reliability and performance. Our cruise controls interface
with all CAN systems thereby reducing installation time and increasing reliability. We also offer
a range of control switches which give an OEM factory look to all installations; in fact some of
the switches are the same as the factory switch. We offer a range of engine control modules,
including speed limiters. Our units are developed by our experienced engineers and

manufactured to order. Eng
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ineered to efficiently remove water and particulates suspended in the fuel, thereby increasing
the life of your injectors. Once our filter detects excessive water, an audible cabin alarm will
sound and the driver must action the alarm response. Our kits include: - Visual warning light Audible cabin buzzer - Model specific kits - Stainless steel laser cut bracket - Quality fixtures
and fittings - Additional spare Fuel Filter cartridge. Our Telink System provides vehicles with an
advanced comms management system. Welcome to Autostrada Accessories We specialise in
the design and manufacture of a range of automotive accessories, including model specific
Cruise Controls. Engine Control Modules We offer a range of engine control modules, including
speed limiters. Diesel Fuel Filters Engineered to efficiently remove water and particulates
suspended in the fuel, thereby increasing the life of your injectors. Telink Our Telink System
provides vehicles with an advanced comms management system.

